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Abstract- During t~e design of microproc~ssor-based syste~, cuitry and exhibiting better performance at the expense of
once the system architecture has .been declde~ and the major having to satisfy timing constraints for proper operation.
components (processors, ~emorl~s: 10 deVIces) h~ve .been In section n we survey related work. Our timed representa-
selected from a component lIbrary, It IS necessary to design IDter- ti d th b I. ti .I. .d ..
face logic to integrate the system. Such an interface design can be on an e sym. O iC lI11~g ana ySiS i~ presente ID s~Ction
carried out based on the protocols used by the components. This ill. The formulal!on .of the m~erface .design as the m~rgln.8 of
paper addresses the problem of determining the feasibility of a protocol gr~phs i~ discussed In section IV .Future dIrections
design prior to synthesis. A design is called feasible if it achieves are offered In section V.
the desired functionality and satisfies the given environmental
constraints. Because timing is an important aspect of a correct n. RELATED WORK
design, pro.tocols are desc~ibed us!ng timed signal transitio~ Signal transition graphs or STG's, a Petri net based representa-
graphs, an IDterpreted Petri net. It IS shown here that the feasl- tion formalism, have been used to describe the behavior of
bili~ of d~signs whos~ correspon~in.g behavio~ is periodic c.an be asynchronous control circuits [1]. STG'S were first applied to
studied usIDg a techmque called tinllng analysis for synthesis. the design of delay-insensitive circuits which assumes

unbounded wire and gate delays. Although a very powerful
I. INTRODUCTION design concept, delay-insensitivity is not realistic for describ-

As the complexity of hardware systems increases, techniques ing the behavior of microprocessor components.
that facilitate their design and verification are invaluable to Pioneering work by Nestor and Thomas [9] identified the
hardware designers. The DAME project [3] aims to automate need of dealing with timing constraints in the design of inter-
the design of microprocessor-based systems. DAME'S main faces. Recently work [12, 13] has been done in extending
strength is its finer component representation down to the STG's to model circuit delays. Orbital nets [12] are based on
interfacing protocol level. DAME follows a top/down design discrete time and thus cannot handle dense time. Vanbekber-
process in which first a system architecture is decided, then gen's timed STG'S [13] use real compact intervals to describe
the major components (processors, memories, and 10 devices) timing information, but the algorithm to compute time event
are selected from a library according to system-level design separation does not always find the tightest bound.
constraints such as type of application, throughput, cost, etc. However none of the aforementioned approaches can deal
The next step is system integration, during which DAME directly with unknown delays, thus they are unsuitable to
designs the necessary glue logic to interconnect the major study properties of designs before synthesis. In the following
components that comprise the system. In this paper we section we present our model which overcomes this problem.
address the problem of verifying that such an interface design
is feasible before synthesis is attempted, i.e. that the interface ill. TIMED REPRESENTATION OF PROTOCOLS

generates the necessary events at the expected times to Microprocessor components transfer information in the form
accomplish the intended inter-component communication. of signals through wires that interconnect their ports. The
Thus it is possible to avoid the design-synthesis-verification interfacing protocol enforces the correct exchange of informa-
cycle: a design is first synthesized, then checked against its tion by defining the ordering and timing of elementary opera-
specification, and if verification fails the process is repeated. tions or actions [2]. Signal transitions are used to encode the

In order to be able to describe the protocols used by off -actions of the protocol.
the-shelf microprocessor components we have developed a A A 1
representation of timed behaviors based on a Petri net model. n examp e

which allows us to reason about circuit delays and environ- Fig. 1 shows a read interface between a cPu and a RAM.
mental timing constraints. Names of input ports are underlined. Signal transition graphs

Our model is suitable for symbolic timing analysis that with time labels on the precedence links are used to represent
finds the tightest bounds on the unknown interface path delays the read protocols of both components (see Fig. Ib). A piece
before the actual circuit is implemented [4]. Delay-insensitiv- of data is transferred from the RAM output dat port to the CPU
ity [1] is a special case of circuit design in which timing con- input @1 port. Because in general it is not possible to observe
straints are satisfied by any implementation regardless of the transitions on data signals, control signals are required to
circuit delays. Synchronous and partial handshake protocols annunciate transitions on the data lines. Data lines switch
can be considered as variations of the full handshake with from a valid state to invalid (denoted by t) and viceversa (-1-),
missing event precedence links, requiring less control cir- and control lines are asserted (+) or negated (-).



the marking function, and A: P ~ I is the time labeling func-
tion that assigns to each place a compact interval I.. E I. (N is
the set of the naturals and I is the set of compact real inter-

vals.)
The set of places is partitioned into two subsets P o and P c.

Time labels assigned to places belonging to P 0' the set of
operational places, are used to model circuit delay. Time
labels assigned to places belonging to P c' the set of constraint
places, are used to specify required behavior of the environ-
ment for proper operation of the circuit. The preset (postset)
of a transition t is the set of incoming places to (outgoing
places from) t and is denoted .t (t.). The intersection of .t (t.)
with P 0 is denoted as .to (to.), likewise for .tc (tc.).

The firing rule of the Petri net is extended to account for
the different behavior of operational and constraint places.

Firing role:
I. A transition t is enabled when every place p E .to con-

tains a visible token.
2. An enabled transition fires immediately. When it fires,

the transition sends tokens to every place p E t. and anti-
tokens to every place p E .t.

3. An operational place p labelled with ~ = ['tmin' 'tmax]

upon receiving a token at time 't makes it visiDle to transitions
t E p. at time 't + 'tx' where 'tx E I..p. The token is held by the
place until it is annihilated by an anti-token.

4. A constraint place p labelled with I..p = ['tmin' 'tmax] upon

receiving a token at time 't holds it durIng the interval ['t +
'tmin' 't + 'tmax]. If the constraint place receives an anti-token
when it does not hold a token, a constraint violation occurs.

C. Ports, signals and signal transitions

Ports are designated by unique names. Input port names are
underlined (e.g., a), while output port names are not. Signals
carry the values of ports through wires. Let X be the set of
input signals and Z the set of output signals of a circuit. The
set of signals is y = X u Z.

y is partitioned into the set of control and status signals y c
and y s. While every event on a control signal is manifested as
a signal transition, an event on a status signal might not be
accompanied by a signal transition (e.g. when the value of a
data signal is the same in successive transactions). Thus status
signals are not observable in general.

Transitions of control signals can be from negated to
asserted (+) and from asserted to negated (-), while transi-
tions of status signals can be from invalid to valid (i) and
viceversa ( .!. ). The set of signal transitions 1 is A = y c x { +, -}

u y s x { i, .!. } .A signal transition (a, +)is written in short a+.
An arbitrary transition on port a is written as a! , and the com-
plementary transition of a! is written as a!*.

D. 1imed signal transition graphs

STG'S are Petri nets whose transitions are interpreted as signal
transitions. A timed STG is a triplet (TPN, 1'; Ll) where TPN is a
timed Petri net, y is as set of signals, and Ll: T ~ A u { e} is a
labelling function which assigns a signal transition a E A or
the anonymous transition e to each transition t E T of the net.

Not every interpretation of a Petri net describes a correct
behavior of a circuit (e.g., if two successive transitions of the

I.For the sake of clarity we have simplified our more elaborate signal repre-
sentation scheme [5].

Fig. I. Memory read interface: (a) structural view; (b) behavioral view.

Two types of precedence links are used to describe the par-
tial ordering of actions in the protocols: operational links
(solid lines) describe the component circuit delays; constraint
links (dotted lines) specify the expected behavior of the envi-
ronment for proper operation. Links are labelled with real
compact intervals ['tmin' 'tmax]. Constraint and operational
labels are denoted by ~i and Yi respectively. For example, the
RAM read protocol describes the following two operations:
after a positive transition is observed at the input port rd (a
data request action), a piece of data will be put in port dat
after a delay Ca E Ya (an operational link); and after dat
becomes valid, rd should remain asserted for any da E ~a for
proper operation (a constraint requirement). The cPU protocol
controls the transfer using a pair of read/ack signals, while the
RAM only defines a read control signal which is expected to
remain asserted for a certain minimum duration (access time).
Protocol conversion is required in the interface design.

The interface must provide a suitable environment that
conforms to the specification by generating the input transi-
tions of both protocol graphs. The design of the interface can
be viewed as adding appropriate operational links so that the
constraints are satisfied and the purpose of the protocol is
accomplished (called semantic seed in [10]). In this example,
the purpose of the read protocol is to transfer data from the
RAM to the CPU.

In the following subsection we formalize our timed STG
representation. Then our symbolic timing analysis is posed as
a transposition of the constraint satisfaction problem, namely
given a set of known operational delays and timing con-
straints, determine possible values of unknown interface path
delays. In microprocessor-based system design, the known
operational delays and timing constraints correspond respec-
tively to circuit delays and timing constraints specified in the
component data sheets, while the unknown path delays are the
delays of the interface logic that is yet to be synthesized.

B. Timed Petri net model

A timed Petri Net is a quintuple TPN = (P, 1: F, Mo, A) where

P is a non-empty set of places, T is a non-empty set of transi-
tions, F!;: (P x 1) u (T x P) is the flow relation, M: P ~ N is



Petri net are labelled with the same signal transition). The x2
validity of an STG is checked by ensuring that its correspond- xI
ing state graph is consistent [13]. The validity of timed STG's /~
is further discussed in section IV -A. q p

Definition 3.1.- A timed STG is said to be time-consistent ~ /~
if no constraint place flags a violation during any possible " \ s r

execution of the STG. /~/

a t
E, Symbolic timing analysis, , I

~ ' .
In this subsection we formulate the time-consistency of peri- .b
odic timed STG's as an optimization problem that avoids the
enumeration of all possible executions. Fig. 3. Fork transition for constraint ~.

Interval arithmetic is used to write constraint equations, Fig. 4 shows a simple protocol between two signals and its
Let I be the set of real compact intervals. An interval opera- corresponding unfolded graph, In our application the execu-
tion @ for a, /3 e I is defined by a @ /3 = {a @ b : a e a I\ b e tion of a protocol graph results in periodic behavior. Thus
/3 } , In particular expressions for interval addition, subtraction, Eq. 1 becomes independent of the occurrence i. A common
and min and max functions are given by: ancestor of both transitions a and b from which tb -ta can be

a + 13 = [amin + bmin' amax + bmax] computed is called afork transition.
a -13 = [amin -bmax, amax -bmin] .-r:-cy 1=0 ~ (a, 13) = [max (ami~ bmiJ, max (amax' bmax)] 14 15

where a- [amin' amax] and /3 -[bmin' bmax]. a+
In the sequel we consider the subclass of marked graphs, In 1 ~b+

a marked graph, every place has a single input transition and a Ea+~ ~ I ,
single output tran~i~on. Thus ,places c~ be ~aw~ as li~s 14 M+ 14 a- ..13
between two transItions. ConsIder transItion d 10 FIg, 2 WIth a- }3 ~15 .--+. ---Jj.; -.i=l
three incoming operational places shown as links labelled b- J a+ +15
with intervals 1i' i=I,.3, The occurrence times of transitions a, :-Xl,..:b+
? and c are ?Is<? show,n in Fig. 2, Then tr~sition .d sees a token y I ,
10 each of Its mcoIDlng places at any time dunng the corre- a- +13

sponding shadowed interval, and d is enabled when all three b-
to~e?s on ,the incoming places are visible to d, This occurs Fig, 4. Signal transition graph and its unfolded acyclic graph.
wIthin the mterval max (ta + 11, 'tb + 12, 'tc + 13)'

Definition 3.2.- A transition x is called a fork transition
~ .:-. for constraint ~ from a to b if there exist two lattices in the

b 'to I. tl: unfolded graph whose common least upper bound is x, and

a\ 112 ; 'tb ~ ti: with greatest lower bounds a and b respectively such that, for

11 ill 13 time every node in each lattice except x, all its ancestors belong to
d 'tb I the corresponding lattice.

t ~~--J'c;~ ti-- For example the fork transition for ~ in Fig. 3 is xi. Note
'tc I --;--. ": that s does not qualify as a fork transition because r, which is

~ ti:'td I an ancestor of t, does not belong to the lattice from s to b. The
time fork transition is not necessarily unique: X2 in Fig. 3 is also a

fork transition for ~,
Fig, 2. Firing of a transition, After a fork transition x has been identified, the time sepa-

, ..ration is computed as the interval difference between the
, A co?straInt p!ace .bet,,:,een two transItions ~ ~nd b (see occurrence times of transitions b and a in the unfolded graph

FIg,. 3) ,sIgnals a vIolation iff tb does not occur wlth~n the co~- rel~tive to ;t. For example the separation between transitions
stt:aInt mterv~l after t~e occu.rr~nce of ta. A c,onstraInt rlac~ IS Mi and g+1 in Fig. 4 for any cycle i > O (the first cycle corre-
saId to be tim~-conslstent, If It does not sIgnal i a vIolation sponds to i=O) is nll'l:X (12 + 14 + 11' 13 + 1s) -{ 12 + 14} .The
under any possIble execution of the STG. Let tx denote the fork transition of M' and a+1 is Mi-l.
time of the ~th occurr~nce, of transition x. To,deterrnine,if the Eq, 1 involves the subtraction of interval ex ressions, each
place ever sIgnals a vIolation under any possIble execution of .bl tai., t rm Th s E 1 1:> no l ' ear' , .pOSSI y con mng max e s. u q. IS a n 10
the STGl It s~ffic~s to kno'i" bo?nds on the time separation interval expression. The constraint satisfaction problem can
frO~ 'ta ~o. tb ' wrItten as tb -:- ta ' , , ., be solved by solving first a finite set of subproblems [8]. A

1 efinltlon 3.,1.- A constraInt place IS time-conslstent If for subproblem is produced by choosing a winner for each of the
al occurre~ces ~: max terms. The solution of each subproblem can be formu-

tb' -tal ~ ~ [Eq, 1] lated as a linear program which finds the minimum and maxi-
An STG is time-consistent iff all its constraint places are mum values of a linear interval expression (i.e., with the max

time-consistent. To compute the time interval difference in terms removed) subject to the 1i intervals and to the condi-
Eq. 1, we unfold the cyclic STG starting from the initial mark- tions imposed by the choices of winners in the max terms,
ing, The resulting unfolded graph is acyclic and infinite, which are also linear expressions on 1i' The solution of the



original problem is the union of the solutions of all subprob- mi. The wire delays labelled with a and 13 and the constraint

lems. For notational clarity, in the sequel we denote intervals links have a special meaning as it will be clear shortly.

with Greek letters (e.g., 'Y, ~) and a particular value within the Assume that the S-R flip-flop and all signals are initially set at

interval with Latin letters (e.g., c E 'Y). zero. After a reset pulse, the first il+ transition is generated.

We now state the timing analysis for synthesis formulation. That transition switches the S-R flip-flop to one, which in turn

Suppose that some of the operational intervals are unknown, causes transition 10+ to occur. After the reset pulse the AND

denoted by °i. The constraint equations are now written in gate behaves as an inverter and so it generates ii-. Now the

terms of known 'Yi's, unknown °j'S, and constraint ~k'S. As AND gate of the D-element causes transition ro+, which is

before we construct linear subproblems corresponding to a propagated to ri+. The flip-flop is reset, which subsequently

particular winner choice for each max term. For a given sub- produces the sequence ro-~ri-~lo-. If a transition is propa-

problem, a value Yk that satisfies the left-hand side of a con- gated through different paths to different parts of the circuit,

straint equation for ~k (i.e., Yk E 'tb -'to) can be written as Yk = new transitions are created to take into account that the paths

tb(Ci' dfl- to(Ci' dfl, whereto andtb are two linear functions on may have different delays. For example, transitions ill+ and

the Ci's and djs such that ci E 'Yi and dj E 01. Note that ~ccord- il2+ re~resent the arriv~l of il+ at the AND gate and flip-flop

ing to Eq. 1, Yk E ~k. Then values for the Oj'S must satIsfy the respectIvely (see also FIg. 5).

following conditions:
A k= 1 L 11 w3 13 14

YkE L.lk' -.., " li2+ ~ x+ .J\X2+ ~Io+ ~ii-
'- lM ' i ~ 4 CjE'Yj,I-.., ' w2 a

dj?:O,j=l..N,and :WI 1'1 1 I ' I '
, I+ x+ 1- 12-

conditions given by the choice of max terms. ' ~ o A ~ 2 1V .

, "I ,

where L is the number of constraint ~ k 'S, M is the number of I ii+ ,
I ro+ ,

known operational 'Yi's, and N is the number of unknown Oj's. I + 16 " A.
The above conditions for a particular subproblem describe, : 2

a set of feasible points {(CI'...cM'dl,...dN)}which,when W5/~b "
non-empty, is delimited by a (possibly unbounded) convex, V , ..

polytope[II].Letpoly={(cl'...cM,dl'...dN)}betheunion .~11+ 1/n2+
of all the polytopes generated by the particular solutions. The A.4: A. I ¥
total solution is the largest set { (dl *, ...dN*) } such that 3 : .,.:~

{(cI'...cM'dl*'...dN*)}EpolyforallvaluesciE'Yi. ~- x1-

""' 19/ 19 ~

/111 ro-
1; ro 10- ri1-~ Wg , ~

!1-
---, ;-

b---n2-

Fig, 6, Behavior of the D-element,

In the circuit implementation, malfunction may occur due

to differences in the path delays of signals ri, [i, and x to dif-

ferent parts of the circuit. For example, if transition 14+ at the

input of the AND gate occurs after it has been propagated to

,1 XI+' an undesirable glitch will appear at the output of the gate.

D-element In order to avoid these hazards, Martin [7] suggested to
t assume isochronic forks, i.e. that the delays of forked transi-

tions generated from a common transition that branches out

Fig, 5, Circuit implementation of the D-element. into different paths are negligible compared to other delays;

F. E 1 thus the forked transitions will occur at about the same time.
.xamp e The hazard discussed above is precluded by the isochronic

Consider the circuit implementation of a D-element shown in fork assumption.

Fig. 5 which was reported in [6]. The D-element synchronizes Hulgaard et a[ observed in [6] that the isochronic fork

two components that use handshakes to communicate. The assumption is too strong, and can be relaxed as follows: the

left handshake il+~lo+~il-~lo- is interspersed with the circuit will function correctly as long as forked transitions that

right handshake ro~ri+~ro-~ri-. State variable x is used do not have a successor transition in the STG (and thus are not

to differentiate the two half cycles. Both the AND gate with acknowledged) occur before they are used later in the execu-

inverted inputs and the buffer outside the D-element simulate tion of the circuit. This can be accomplished by adding causal

the environment by generating the desired ack transitions after ~i constraints from such fork transitions to the appropriate

a gate delay. transitions. For example, 14+ must occur before XI+ arrives at

Fig. 6 shows in detail the sequence of transitions in one the non-inverted input of the upper AND gate, otherwise the

cycle of the D-element. Operational links represent as usual gate will produce a spurious pulse at ro; this is monitored by

the behavior of the circuit. Delays through gates are labelled constraint ~l. The problem is to determine under which con-

with 'Yi' and to distinguish wire delays, they are labelled with ditions the added constraints are satisfied.



Suppose that all gate delay ranges are 1j = [2, 3] and that all 3. There is one and only one token in every simple cycle.

wire delay ranges are <Oj = [0, 1] with the exception of a and /3 The above properties reflect the fact that the protocols we

which are to be determined. Because Hulgaard's procedure are concerned with exhibit cyclic behavior. Condition 1

can check the constraints only for known values of a and /3, assumes retum-to-zero cycles. Condition 2 guarantees the

the intervals a and /3 that satisfy the constraints are found by consistency of the graph. Condition 3 characterizes a live and

trial and error. It is not clear that in general all values for the safe marked graph.

unknown delays can be found using this procedure. Our symbolic timing analysis on the other hand finds all B. Inteiface deslgn and STG !eas,bzl,ty

values for a and /3 that satisfy the constraints directly. First we A correct interface implements the expected environment in

write the four constraint equations corresponding to each ~j. both protocol graphs by generating the necessary input transi-

For example the equation for constraint ~2 (with x+ being the tions. There are some restrictions for the addition of opera-

fork transition) is written as follows: tional interface links: it is not allowed to add any operational

max( 0>z+Y2' ~+Y3+Y4+a+y5)+Y6+f3 -( ~+Y3+Y4+0>4) ~ ~2 [Eq. 2] links to output transitions of the protocol graphs (output tran-

Note that for the given interval ranges, <Oz + 12 < <03 + 13 + sitions are generated by the internal circuitry of the compo-

14 + a + 15 is always satisfied. Thus Eq. 2 can be reduced to nents and cannot be modified by the interface), and transitions

{ 21 + a + /3 } -{ <0 } ~ ~2' where we have dropped the sub- on status lines can be used only in conjunction with control

scripts of the operational labels. Likewise the other constraint transitions to generate new control events (remember that sta-

equations are: {2<0 + 1} -{ a} ~ ~I, {/3 + 1+ <0} -{ <0} ~ ~3' tus transitions are not observable in general).

and {2<0 + 21} -{/3 } ~ ~4. The result of our timing analysis A semantic specification is a valid STG that describes con-

proves (see [5]) that all the constraints are satisfied if straints on selected signal transitions of the specifications.
a = [0,2] and /3 = [0, 4]. Therefore the circuit will function Definition 4.1.- Let TSI and TS2 be two valid specifica-

properly even if the isochronic fork assumption is violated. tions with transition sets T I and T 2, and labeling functions ~I

and ~2. Let T ~ Ti u T2 and ~' be the labeling function that
IV. TIMED ASYNCHRONOUS INTERFACE DESIGN maps transitions of T to the same signal transitions as given

The interface design conceptualization is facilitated by a by ~I and ~2. A semantic specification of TSI and TS2 is a

timed framework such as the one discussed in section ill. In a valid timed STG TS' = (TPN, Y', ~') with TPN' = (P', T, F',

timed STG, operational links describe the internal operation of Mo', A') where all places are constraint places.

components while constraint links specify the desired envi- The semantic specification is meant to specify the goal to

ronment. In this section we develop a test to determine if an be achieved by exercising the protocols [10]. For example,

interface design is feasible, that is, produces a correct environ- Fig. 7a shows the semantic specification for a data transfer. In

ment for the components to be interconnected. The test words, it describes that in a data transfer cycle (in this case a

involves checking that the constraints are satisfied. Because read cycle) it is expected that a piece of data will be trans-

no silicon has been assigned to the interface at this stage, val- ferred from source to destination.

ues for the interface operational delays are not known. There- Definition 4.2.- Given two valid specifications of two

fore a symbolic timing analysis procedure is essential to protocols together with the associated semantic specification,

perform the test for feasibility. a complete STG is a timed STG TS' = (TPN', Y' , ~') such that:

The starting point is to characterize what constitutes a valid I. The STG's of the protocol and semantic specifications

specification. As mentioned before, a timed STG that describes are subgraphs of the complete STG.

the interfacing protocol of a component captures not only the 2. Interface operational links do not sink to output transi-

internal operation of the device but also the expected behavior tions of the protocol specifications.

of the environment. Because the protocols that we are inter- 3. For every constraint in the complete STG there is a fork

ested in are reactive, we also require that the STG be live and transition.

safe. To design the interface, we construct a merged graph A complete STG describes the interface design. Condition 1

which consists of the original protocol graphs with additional ensures that the protocol specifications (internal behavior plus

operational links that constitute the interface. There are some environment) as well as the semantic functionality are part of

restrictions regarding the addition of new operational links. the interface design. Condition 2 forbids adding certain opera-

For instance, interface links cannot be drawn to output transi- tionallinks as mentioned above. Condition 3 makes sure that

tions of the protocol graphs which are generated internally by the complete graph can be checked for constraint satisfaction.

the components and are therefore inaccessible to the interface We now state conditions under which a given interface design

logic. Finally to guarantee that the purpose of the protocols is is considered feasible.

accomplished, semantic constraints also must be satisfied. Definition 4.3.- A complete STG is called feasible if it is

...time-consistent.
A. Vahd specificatlon In a time-consistent STG all timing constraints are satisfied.

A valid specification describes a correct behavior considering Note that timing constraints in our framework not only spec-

both the circuit and its environment. ify timing relations between transitions but, more importantly,

Definition 4.1.- Let S = (PN, ~ ~) be a timed STG. S is said define the environment of a component. In this sense, check-

to be a valid specification if it has the following properties: ing that the timing constraints of the complete graph are satis-

1. There is at least one simple cycle containing both transi- fied guarantees that the environment is properly generated by

tions a! and a!*. the interface.

2. In every simple cycle containing both transitions a! and It is possible that several interface designs for a given sys-

a!*, the transitions alternate. tem are feasible. In the following example we show how dif-



ferent interface designs can be measured by comparing the O2 ~ ° ' ° ,
solutions of the corresponding timing analysis for syntbesis ' , .

.\ 160 "'
C Readinrerfacedesign //0 ..

I;, /0 0, /0 °
A design representing the.'eadintedace of Fig! is shown in (a) .~
FIg 7 The semantIc specIficatIon (FIg 7a) specIfies that data
will be traasferred from source to destination The complere Fig 9 Sat""a" palytal" projoctiam fa, Ih, ~00"d ,re""'a
STG representing the interface design is shown in Fig 7b The
read protocols used by the CPU and RAM devices are sub- V CONCLUStONS
graphs of the complete graph (c( Fig lb) New thick lines DAME, a microprocessor-based-systems designer tool, repre-
with 8 labels describe the interface path The added interface sents components at a finer detail, the cnmponent protocol, so
links are compliant with condition 2 of Definition 42 that during system integration it can design the required inter-

face circuitry In this paper we presented how such a design is
~ --2L-.. produced, by merging the protocul graphs uf the components , rd+ to be interconnected Moreover, we state conditions under

dat; '" :- ~ which the design is feasible, that is, achieves its pulpose (de-

..' ' ., ", " t.. I;, : dat; .scribed by a semantic specification), and generates a correct
diu; , , " ..: ; " environment for the components tn be connected (described

." : 12 ~"b :" " by timing constraints specified in the protocols) Semantic and
", ~t" ~ ,Ir " " ; 0 " protocol specifications are represented unifonnly in DAME'S

.' .: ro-~ ' "" 0, ..."'~ fraroework as timed signal transition graphs By using a sym-

diuJ.."" ;';.0, ' cd- : bolictiming analysis procedure that finds tight bounds on
~- , 0, y~ : unknown path delays, the interface design can be proven fea-

{0) ""-,. ,: ~datJ; , sible before an implementation is carried out, thus avoiding

diu! the expensive iteratiun between design and synthesis. Finally
tb) the solution uf the timing analysis for synthesis procedure can

also be used to compare several designs that implement a
F;g 7 R"d ""m"'Y oo"lro"'" W~m~li, 'l",i!i,"i"", given interface Currently we are investigatiag knowledge.

(b) ,",,",re d",gn based techniques to efficiently find feasible designs given the

To check if the interface is feasible we apply the timing component protocols
analysis for synthesis procedure There is a fork transition for ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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